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Middleware360 Collaborates with Red Hat To Support System Integration Strategies
Collaboration combines integration solutions and technology into one offering

VANCOUVER, British Columbia – October 17, 2014 – Middleware360 Solutions, experts in system integration,
and custom application development solutions, today announced a collaboration with Red Hat, the world’s
leading provider of open source solutions, to support an ongoing integration strategy with a focus on Red Hat
JBoss Middleware.
Offering end-to-end IT services, Middleware360 helps clients streamline business processes, increase business
flexibility, and decrease IT system complexity. “Collaborating with Red Hat gives us a competitive advantage
when delivering solutions to our clients. With Red Hat JBoss Middleware, we are capable of innovating quickly yet
remaining flexible to try different approaches to solve our client’s challenges,” said Derek Marley, CEO for
Middleware360 Solutions.
Middleware360 has been extensively involved in and contributed to the open source community for almost a
decade, having much success with developing middleware strategies for high profile clients. Red Hat sponsors a
large number of vital open source projects. From these projects, Red Hat delivers Red Hat JBoss Middleware
products, which includes rigorous testing, certification, and maintenance necessary for enterprise production use.
"We welcome Middleware360 to the Red Hat Partner Program and look forward to working with them to promote
adoption of our open source solutions,” said Jason Smith, vice president, North America Consulting, Red Hat.
"Their expertise in delivering end-to-end system integration solutions and custom application development makes
them a natural fit for our technology partnership program.”
“What attracted us to collaborate with Red Hat was their innovative approach to supporting the open source
community, in addition to mitigating risks to IT organizations by offering enterprise-level support for our clients”,
said Marley. “Red Hat gives us the ability to leverage the latest technology in a flexible, supported environment so
we can quickly deliver future-forward solutions. We look forward to working closely with them for many years to
come.”
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About Middleware360 Solutions, Inc.
Middleware360 is Canada’s leading full-service IT provider for middleware system integration, custom application
development, and IT support services. In order to gain a competitive edge, Middleware360 helps organization’s connect their
data sources so they can quickly access and share information for better business insight. Clients can get data when and
how they need it to accurately respond to any business demand. To learn more about how Middleware360 can help you
succeed visit: middleware360.com

Red Hat and JBoss are trademarks of Red Hat, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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